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SUSTAINABILITY ACTION PLAN 
April 2012 
 
 
This plan outlines Coldham & Hartman Architects’ (C&H) goals for reducing our contribution to 
fossil fuel-based energy consumption in the coming months and years.   We will assess our own 
office use as well as how we can continue to reduce the footprint of the projects we design. 
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D.  CLOSING THOUGHTS 
 
 
 

A.  SUSTAINABLE DESIGN GOALS 
In accordance with the targets set by AIA 2030 C&H is committed to reducing fossil fuel 
consumption to carbon neutral by 2030.  This requires implementing sustainable design 
strategies such as superinsulated envelopes and offsetting energy consumption through 
renewable sources. 
 
To meet that goal, all new buildings, and major renovations shall be designed to meet fossil fuel, 
GHG-emitting, energy consumption performance standard of 50% of the regional (or country) 
average for that building type. 
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B.  OUR PRACTICE 
 
STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
 
What we are already doing:   
Employees at C&H are always learning about new technologies and best practices.  Many 
opportunities exist to research the latest materials and methods and to test results in the field.  
Memberships in professional organizations such as the AIA and NESEA, conference attendance, 
provide continuing education opportunities. 
 
Goal: 
Ensure that all design staff are educated about sustainability issues and practices, and drive 
innovation through practice. 
 

Proposed Action: By Date: 
 

To have all staff participate in sustainability related training for 16 
hours each year- specifically the Building Energy conference in 
Boston. 
 

ongoing 

Every project has to gather energy consumption data and be 
quantified in comparison to the targets.  
 

ongoing 

Each member of the firm can seek their own training 
opportunities with the support of the firm. $500 each. 
 

2013 

 
 
DESIGN PROCESS AND RESULTS 
A fully integrated design process includes client and contractors. 
 
What we are already doing:   
It is our practice to only take clients who share our commitment to sustainable design.  We 
believe that the shared goal needs to be communicated early and assessed often throughout 
design, documentation and construction.   
 
Goal: 
Design all projects to align with 2030 goals 
 

Proposed Action: 
 

By Date: 

Create consistent measurement standards for all projects for June 2012 
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building performance regardless of whether they are required by 
the client 
 
Create feedback procedures to gather information about building 
performance  
 

June 2012 

 
 
COMMUNICATING THE MESSAGE TO CLIENTS 
We believe that clients are partners and must also be educated about sustainable design 
approaches in order to realize the benefit of potential up-front costs and to maintain their systems 
during occupancy. 
 
What we are already doing:   
We already have a robust web site with information about completed projects.  This site also 
includes access to white papers, presentations and articles both by and about 
Coldham&Hartman.  
 
Goal: 
Communicate effectively about sustainability goals in order to ensure shared commitment. 
 

Proposed Action: 
 

By Date: 

Develop opportunities to remain in communication with clients 
about building performance. In fact, make it mandatory as part of 
our contracts moving forward. The Owner must provide energy 
data for duration of three years.  
 

June 2012 

 
 

C. OUR OFFICE 
In 2008-09 Coldham&Hartman performed a self-assessment of our own carbon footprint.  We 
found that, even as an ecologically-minded small office, we used, “33.7 global acres for a 
business with 6 employees is 5+ acres per person, just for our lives at work.”  We have since 
made efforts to adapt our practice to reduce consumption where we can. 
 
OFFICE ENERGY USE 
 
In December 2011 we moved from a our free-standing, owner-occupied building to a leased 
office on the third floor of an early 20th century brick building in downtown Amherst.  While this 
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move offers many benefits to our practice, one loss is control over decisions related to our own 
energy use and data gathering. 
 
Our current space is 1250sf within an approximately 8000sf building.  We are on the top floor and 
have south, east and west exposure.  Heating and cooling is provided by oil via a forced hot 
water radiator system.  There are no meters on individual tenant spaces. 
 
While we cannot easily monitor our office’s heating load, we can monitor our electricity 
consumption (in the first four full months of occupancy, which happened to be the darkest 
months of the year, we used an average of 313kWh per month). 
 
The old office was net zero electric use with a 3.8 kw photovoltaic system. 
 
What we are already doing:   
It is office policy to shut off lights, computers, printers and other appliances when not in use.   
All computers are Macintosh with LCD monitors. 
 
Goals:   
Upgrade efficiency and comfort of new office space by spring 2012. 
Reach net zero electricity consumption by 2013. 
 

Proposed Action: 
 

By Date: 

Upgrade windows from current single paned, double hung to 
operable, double-glazed with low E coatings. U value of 0.3. Paid 
for by the landlord.   
 

December 
2011 

Install energy efficient fluorescent area lighting in all spaces. December 
2011 

Occupancy sensors to control lighting in Principal’s office and 
Kitchen 
 

December 
2011 

Install new dual-flush toilet December 
2011 

Provide operable shades for light and glare control. 
 

Spring 2012 

Identify an office energy-monitor (person not device) to track and 
report energy use to the firm on a monthly basis.   
 

Fall 2012 

Work with building owner to lease south-facing roof space for 
photovoltaic installation to offset office electricity use. A 10kw 
system is possible.  

Spring 2013 
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Advocate with the landlord to increase insulation values in the 
attic. Currently about R20 at best. Increase to R50. 
 

Spring 2013 

Provide blower door testing for the building and airsealing on the 
landlords behalf. 
 

Summer 2013 

 
 
WASTE REDUCTION AND SUPPLIES 
The move to the center of town increased access in take-out food, which means increase in 
packaging waste.   Beyond that, we have brought our practice of reducing office paper and 
recycling what we do use with us to the new space.  We do use approximately 40 reams of paper 
per year and should aim to further reduce that consumption.   
 
What we are already doing:   
Purchase 100% post-consumer recycled paper for all in-office printing purposes. 
Print double-sided 
Recycle all waste paper 
Compost food scraps feed an employee’s chickens 
Provide recycling bin for glass and plastic containers in the kitchen 
Use environmentally friendly cleaning and office supplies. 
 
Goal: 
Further reduce paper consumption by 10% by spring 2013. 
 

Proposed Action: 
 

By Date: 

Encourage less printing and more online sharing of documents 
and information to reduce paper purchases by 10% annually. 
Currently submittals are done electronically which reduced paper 
and shipping costs dramatically. 
 

Spring 2013 

 
 
TRANSPORTATION 
According to our own office footprint calculations in 2009, transportation is the category where 
we have the largest impact. 
 
Because we live in an area with little public transportation, all employees drive to work.  While the 
average round-trip commute of six employees is 17 miles each work day, one employee drives 98 
miles five days a week, bringing the office average up to 28.6 miles. 
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What we are already doing:   
Office vehicles are both hybrids. 
We don’t take jobs that require air travel. 
We generally, don’t take jobs that require car travel of more than a day round-trip. 
We offer a winter weather telecommuting option for employees. 
 
Goal: 
Reduce employee car travel by 10% by spring 2013. 
 

Proposed Action: 
 

By Date: 
 

Develop and implement an employee incentive for cycling or 
carpooling to work. 
 

June 2012 

Consider impact of broadening telecommuting model or creating 
flexible work hours for employees. 
 

Fall 2012 

 
 
MEETING PROCEEDURES 
What we are already doing:   
We have a client and consultant digital file transfer system on our website. 
We make papers and presentations available on our website. 
 
Goal:  
Utilize virtual communication to reduce both paper consumption and travel. 
 

Proposed Action: 
 

By Date: 
 

Install monitor in conference room for virtual meetings. 
 

Spring 2012 

Use paperless agendas, handouts, presentations. 
 

Fall 2012 

 
 

D. CLOSING THOUGHTS 
 
Keep on improving.  Reaching net-zero for our own office is an achievable goal that will help 
Coldham&Hartman to demonstrate our commitment to the 2030 goals. 
 


